What sets Lightspeed Analytics™ apart?

**Usage Tracking:** The industry’s most comprehensive data for engagement analysis—including for those apps not accessed through single sign-on tools.

**Granular Reporting:** Drill down details on each individual app, software, or online resource by campus, grade level, course, section, and end user.

**Cost and ROI Reports:** Analysis of cost and ROI of all paid software, apps, and resources.

**Comprehensive Dashboard:** Combines all usage whether it’s on network or at home, on an app or a browser, into a single view.

**License Usage Reports:** Reporting on used/unused licenses for software, app, and online resources.

**Trend Detection:** Discover all apps in use in your district.

**Data Privacy and Security Analysis:** Analysis of app, software, and resource compliance with data privacy and security policies via third party reviews.

**Powerful Features**

- Provides the data you want—the way you want it
- Grants total visibility into all app usage
- Customizable dashboard allows each stakeholder to see the data they need
- Available with a stress-free implementation that requires no new hardware
- Works on all devices no matter where students use them
- Shows each student’s active window to help teachers keep everyone on task
- Reveals the cost per actual user of each app your district purchases
- Tracks actual app usage at district, campus, class, and student-levels
- Promotes student engagement both on and off campus
- Provides the data you need to make informed licensing decisions
- Helps your district assess the efficacy of your professional development initiatives
- Offers third-party analysis of each app’s data privacy policies to help your district maintain data privacy compliance